Vendor Name:

Lot 2

Manufacturer: 5.11 Uniforms
Women's Utility PT T‐Shirt ‐ lightweight (moisture
wicking) fabric
Women's Performance Short Sleeve Polo Shirt ‐
jersey knit polyester, snag/wrinkle resistant,
moisture wicking, quick drying, no roll collar,
integrated mic loops, gusseted sleeves, dual pen
pockets at sleeves
Women's Class A Long Sleeve Shirt ‐
polyester/cotton twill, integrated collar stays,
zippered placket, secure chest pockets, permanent
creases, pass‐through mic cord access, epaulettes
Women's Class A Short Sleeve Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton, stain/soil/moisture resistant,
pass‐through mic cord access, integrated pen
holders in chest pockets, badge tab, epaulette kit,
permanent creases
Women's Performance Long Sleeve Polo Shirt ‐
100% polyester jersey knit, moisture wicking/anti‐
odor, snag/wrinkle resistant fabric, no roll collar,
integrated mic loops at shoulders and chest
Women's Stryke PDU Class B Short Sleeve Shirt ‐
mechanical stretch fabric, stain/soil/moisture
resistant, document/phone pocket on chest, pass‐
through mic access, badge tab, epaulette kit, hidden
front zip closure, permanent creases
Women's Stryke PDU Class B Long Sleeve Shirt ‐
mechanical stretch fabric, stain/soil/moisture
resistant, document/phone pocket on chest, pass‐
through mic access, badge tab, epaulette kit, hidden
Women's Stryke Long Sleeve Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton Flex‐Tac mechanical stretch
ripstop, water/stain/soil repellent, dual chest
pockets with flaps, Dual ReadyPocket for storing
documents or other electronic gear, hidden button‐
down collar tabs, twin chest pockets with pen slots,
left sleeve pen pocket
Women's Stryke Short Sleeve Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton Flex‐Tac mechanical stretch
ripstop, water/stain/soil repellent, dual chest
pockets with flaps, Dual ReadyPocket for storing
documents or other electronic gear, hidden button‐
down collar tabs, twin chest pockets with pen slots,
left sleeve pen pocket
Women's Class‐A Pants ‐ polyester/cotton twill,
permanent military crease, stain/soil/liquid resistant
fabric, integrated flashlight pocket, twin covert
storage pockets, self adjusting waistband
Women's Company Pant 2.0 ‐ 100% cotton twill,
self adjusting tunnel waist, front pocket openings
with reinforced knife clip guards, back pockets are
inset welt pockets ‐ right side has button closure,
UPF 50, FIREFLY thread through garment, certified
to NFPA 1975

US Patriot LLC

Part Number
31006

Discount Percentage
Offered

MSRP/Unit Price

Discounted Unit
Price

40%

$24.99

$14.99

42%

$48.00

$27.84

42%

$65.00

$37.70

44%

$60.00

$33.60

40%

$55.00

$33.00

40%

$85.00

$51.00

40%

$90.00

$54.00

43%

$80.00

$45.60

44%

$75.00

$42.00

42%

$65.00

$37.70

44%

$75.00

$42.00

61165

62064

61158

62408

61018

62010

62404

61325

64304

64435

Women's Company Cargo Pant 2.0 ‐ 100% cotton
twill, self adjusting tunnel waist, front pocket
openings with reinforced knife clip guards, back
pockets are inset welt pockets ‐ right side has
button closure, pleated cargo pockets, UPF 50,
FIREFLY thread through garment, certified to NFPA
1975
Women's Taclite EMS Pants ‐ 65% polyester/35%
cotton Taclite ripstop, extra pockets sized and
placed for EMS use, self‐adjusting waistband, thigh‐
mounted cargo pockets with internal
compartments, calf cargo pockets, reinforced seat
and knee (knee pad ready)
Women's Taclite Pro Ripstop Pants ‐
polyester/cotton ripstop fabric, seven pockets
including strap‐and‐slash pockets, double‐
reinforced seat and knees (knee pad ready), hip‐
mounted D‐ring
Women's Stryke PDU Class A Pant ‐ mechanical
stretch fabric, flat front, stain/soil/liquid repellant,
self‐adjusting waistband, covert side seam pockets,
hip and double welt back pockets, permanent
military creases
Women's Stryke PDU Class B Cargo Pant ‐
mechanical stretch fabric, flat front, stain/soil/liquid
repellant, self‐adjusting waistband, large bellow
cargo pockets, flashlight pockets at rear thigh, hip
and double welt back pockets, secure zip secondary
pockets, permanent military creases
Women's Stryke EMS Pant ‐ 80% polyester/20%
cotton mechanical stretch ripstop fabric, thigh‐
mounted cargo pockets with internal
compartments, outer pockets with retention straps,
welted back pockets, front thigh and lower leg
pockets, articulated knees, internal knee pad ready
Women's ABR Pro Pant ‐ 71% polyester/29% cotton
FlexLite ripstop, stretch panels: 87% polyester/13%
elastane, comfort waist, reinforced seat & knees, 9
total pockets, expandable cargo pockets, covered
knife/mag pocket, phone/mag pocket, back slash
pockets and fade resistant toll strap, D‐ring on right
front belt loop
Women's Apex Pant ‐ 67% polyester/33% cotton
canvas, flex cuff pocket inside waist, 10 pockets,
back magazine pockets, cargo pockets with zipper
closures and internal magazine storage, handcuff
key pocket inside rear waist and inside of hem
Women's Stryke Pant ‐ two‐way mechanical stretch
ripstop fabric, fixed waistband, 12 pockets sized for
tactical use, articulated knees, internal knee pad
ready
High Performance Station Wear Short Sleeve T‐
shirt ‐ 100% cotton jersey, moisture wicking
technology, 1‐inch no roll high density collar,
spandex ribbed crew neck, extra long to stay tucked
in

64436

42%

$80.00

$46.40

42%

$70.00

$40.60

38%

$60.00

$37.20

44%

$85.00

$47.60

38%

$90.00

$55.80

44%

$90.00

$50.40

43%

$65.00

$37.05

44%

$90.00

$50.40

40%

$85.00

$51.00

38%

$17.00

$10.54

64369

64360

64400

64402

64418

64445

64446

64386

40050

High Performance Station Wear Long Sleeve T‐shirt ‐
100% cotton jersey, moisture wicking technology, 1‐
inch no roll high density collar, spandex ribbed crew
neck, extra long to stay tucked in
Men's Performance Short Sleeve Polo Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester, moisture wicking/wrinkle resistant/quick
drying fabric, mic loops at shoulders and chest, no
roll collar with flexible collar stays, dual pen pockets
at left sleeve
Men's Professional Short Sleeve Polo Shirt ‐ 100%
cotton pique, fade/shrink/wrinkle resistant, no roll
collar with flexible collar stays, pen pocket in
wearer's left sleeve, body side vents in hem
Men's Long Sleeve Tactical Shirt ‐ Polyester blend;
fade, stain, wrinkle resistant; 2 button chest
pockets, 2 zipper chest pockets
Men's Short Sleeve Tactical Shirt ‐ Polyester blend;
fade, shrink, wrinkle resistant; 2 chest button (or
hook) pockets), 2 chest zipper pockets
Men's Performance Long Sleeve Polo Shirt ‐ 100%
polyester, moisture wicking and quick drying fabric,
mic loops at shoulders and chest, no roll collar with
flexible collar stays, dual pen pockets at left sleeve
Men's Professional Long Sleeve Polo Shirt ‐ 100%
cotton pique, fade/shrink/wrinkle resistant, no roll
collar with flexible collar stays, pen pocket in
wearer's left sleeve, body side vents in hem
Men's Stryke PDU Short Sleeve Class B Shirt ‐ 78%
polyester/22% cotton, mechanical stretch fabric,
stain/soil/moisture resistant, document/phone
pocket on chest, pass‐through mic access, badge
tab, epaulette kit, hidden front zip closure,
permanent creases
Men's Stryke TDU Long Sleeve Rapid Shirt ‐ 87%
polyester/13% Spandex torso, moisture wicking and
snag resistant torso, mechanical stretch shoulders
and sleeves, badge tab, epaulette kit, reinforced
articulated elbows, mandarin collar, adjustable
cuffs, 1/4 zip front
Men's Stryke PDU Long Sleeve Class B Shirt ‐ 78%
polyester/22% cotton, mechanical stretch fabric,
stain/soil/moisture resistant, document/phone
pocket on chest, pass‐through mic access, badge
tab, epaulette kit, hidden front zip closure,
permanent creases
Men's Taclite Pro Short Sleeve Shirt ‐ poly/cotton
ripstop fabric, quick dry, moisture wicking,
stain/soil/liquid resistant, twin chest pockets with
pen slots, enhanced ventilation
Men's Taclite Pro Long Sleeve Shirt ‐ poly/cotton
ripstop fabric, quick dry, moisture wicking,
stain/soil/liquid resistant, twin chest pockets with
pen slots, enhanced ventilation, adjustable cuffs and
sleeve‐keeper, epaulettes and badge holder

40052
40%

$21.00

$12.60

40%

$48.00

$28.80

40%

$48.00

$28.80

42%

$65.00

$37.70

41%

$60.00

$35.40

40%

$55.00

$33.00

40%

$55.00

$33.00

37%

$85.00

$53.55

41%

$85.00

$50.15

40%

$90.00

$54.00

41%

$60.00

$35.40

41%

$65.00

$38.35

71049

41060

72344

71183

72049

42056

71038

72071

72074

71175

72175

Men's Stryke Long Sleeve Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton Flex‐Tac mechanical stretch
ripstop, water/stain/soil repellent, dual chest
pockets with flaps, Dual ReadyPocket for storing
documents or other electronic gear, hidden button‐
down collar tabs, twin chest pockets with pen slots,
left sleeve pen pocket, adjustable cuffs and roll‐up
sleeve‐keeper
Men's Stryke Short Sleeve Shirt ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton Flex‐Tac mechanical stretch
ripstop, water/stain/soil repellent, dual chest
pockets with flaps, Dual ReadyPocket for storing
documents or other electronic gear, hidden button‐
down collar tabs, twin chest pockets with pen slots,
left sleeve pen pocket
Men's Tactical Jersey Short Sleeve Polo ‐ 100%
jersey knit cotton, fade/shrink/wrinkle resistant, no
roll/stay flat collar, pen pockets at sleeve, integrated
mic loops at the shoulders and chest
Waterproof Rapid Ops Shirt ‐ 100% polyester
jersey, waterproof/breathable, 1/4 zip front closure
with chin guard, 4‐way stretch, fully seam sealed,
4"x4" plain loop patch platforms on sleeve pockets,
left/right sleeve pockets with zipper closure,
adjustable cuffs
1/4 Zip Job Shirt ‐ 82% cotton/18% polyester, stain
resistant, no roll collar, chest break‐through pocket,
pen pockets on left sleeve, mic pockets at both
shoulders, side seam handwarmer pockets, secure
cuffs and hem
Men's Stryke TDU Long Sleeve Shirt ‐ mechanical
stretch fabric, water/dirt/stain resistant, canted
front chest pockets, vertical sleeve pockets, badge
tab and epaulette kits, mandarin collar, reinforced
articulated elbows, adjustable cuffs
Men's Dress Pants ‐ Permanent military creases;
stain resistant; wrinkle resistant; bar tacking at all
stress points (Durable & functional enough for duty
wear)
Men's Company Pant 2.0 ‐ 100% cotton twill, self
adjusting tunnel waist, front pocket openings with
reinforced knife clip guards, back pockets are inset
welt pockets ‐ right side has button closure, UPF 50,
FIREFLY thread through garment, certified to NFPA
1975
Men's Company Cargo Pant 2.0 ‐ 100% cotton twill,
self adjusting tunnel waist, front pocket openings
with reinforced knife clip guards, back pockets are
inset welt pockets ‐ right side has button closure,
pleated cargo pockets, UPF 50, FIREFLY thread
through garment, certified to NFPA 1975
Men's ABR Pro Pant ‐ 71% polyester/29% cotton
FlexLite ripstop, stretch panels: 87% polyester/13%
elastane, comfort waist, reinforced seat & knees, 9
total pockets, expandable cargo pockets, covered
knife/mag pocket, phone/mag pocket, back slash
pockets and fade resistant toll strap, D‐ring on right
front belt loop

72399

42%

$80.00

$46.40

41%

$75.00

$44.25

34%

$48.00

$31.68

45%

$145.00

$79.75

37%

$70.00

$44.10

40%

$90.00

$54.00

40%

$65.00

$39.00

40%

$75.00

$45.00

40%

$80.00

$48.00

38%

$65.00

$40.30

71354

71182

72209

72314

72416

74338

74508

74509

74512

Men's Taclite Pro Ripstop Pants ‐ 65%
polyester/35% cotton ripstop, water/dirt/stain
resistant, action waistband, relaxed fit, double‐
reinforced seat and knees (internal kneepad ready),
eight total pockets including strap‐and‐slash seat
pockets, extra pockets sized for tactical use, hip‐
mounted D‐ring
Men's Taclite Ripstop Shorts ‐ polyester/cotton
ripstop, extra pockets sized for tactical use, strap‐
and‐slash pockets, hip‐mounted D‐ring, reinforced
seat, thigh mounted utility pockets, extra deep front
pockets, 9.5" inseam
Taclite Pro 11" Ripstop Shorts ‐ polyester/cotton
ripstop, extra pockets sized for tactical use, strap‐
and‐slash pockets, hip‐mounted D‐ring, reinforced
seat, thigh mounted utility pockets, extra deep front
pockets, 11" inseam
Bike Patrol Cargo Shorts ‐ Nylon/elastane fabric,
fade/shrink/wrinkle resistant, adjustable belt loops,
extra pockets for tactical use, cargo pockets with
secondary storage, zippered seat pockets, 9" inseam
Bike Patrol Cargo Pants ‐ 94% nylon/6% Spandex,
adjustable belt loop, zip‐off pant legs allow
conversion to patrol short, roomy cargo pockets
with internal organizers, 9" inseam when leg zipped
off
Men's Taclite EMS Pants ‐ 65% polyester/35%
cotton ripstop, relaxed fit, scissor pockets with tape
straps, adjustable waistband, reinforced hand
pockets, expandable cargo pockets and lower leg
pockets, 19+ pockets, internal knee pad ready

Men's Apex Pant ‐ 67% polyester/33% cotton,
mechanical stretch fabric, stain/soil/moisture
repellent, flex cuff pocket inside waist, 10 total
pockets, back magazine pockets, cargo pockets with
internal magazine storage, handcuff key pocket
inside rear waist, reinforced knife clip area
Men's Stryke Pant ‐ 65% polyester/35% cotton two‐
way mechanical stretch ripstop fabric,
water/dirt/stain resistant, self‐adjusting waistband,
12 total pockets including double‐deep cargo
pockets, articulated knees, internal knee pad ready
Men's Stryke PDU Class A Pant ‐ mechanical stretch
fabric, flat front, stain/soil/liquid repellant, self‐
adjusting waistband, covert side seam pockets, hip
and double welt back pockets, permanent military
creases
Men's Stryke PDU Class B Cargo Pant ‐ mechanical
stretch fabric, flat front, stain/soil/liquid repellant,
self‐adjusting waistband, large bellow cargo
pockets, flashlight pockets at rear thigh, hip and
double welt back pockets, secure zip secondary
pockets, permanent military creases
Men's Stryke TDU Pant ‐ ripstop fabric, extra
pockets sized for tactical use, canted cargo pockets,
stretch panels at waist and knee, external knee pad
ready

74273

34%

$60.00

$39.60

35%

$55.00

$35.75

34%

$55.00

$36.30

39%

$70.00

$42.70

43%

$115.00

$65.55

40%

$70.00

$42.00

42%

$90.00

$52.20

40%

$85.00

$51.00

37%

$85.00

$53.55

36%

$90.00

$57.60

40%

$90.00

$54.00

73287

73308

43057

45502

74363

74434

74369

74426

74427

74433

Men's Stryke EMS Pant ‐ 80% polyester/20% cotton
mechanical stretch ripstop fabric, stain/soil
resistant, thigh‐mounted cargo pockets with
internal compartments, outer pockets with
retention straps, welted back pockets, front thigh
and lower calf pockets, articulated knees, internal
knee pad ready
Women's Soft‐shell Jacket ‐ 100% polyester stretch
fabric outer, polyester micro‐fleece inner, lined
hand‐warmer pockets, low‐profile chest pockets,
adjustable hem, wind/water repellent
Men's Soft‐shell Jacket ‐ 100% polyester stretch
fabric outer, bonded polyester micro fleece inner,
lightweight, water repellent finish, lined
handwarmer pockets, low profile chest pockets,
adjustable hem
Chameleon Soft Shell Jacket ‐ polyester bonded
softshell, breathable mesh lining, wind/water
repellent, three internal pockets, three zip‐out ID
panels, zipping handwarmer pockets, utility pocket
at left sleeve, storm cuffs
Tactical Fleece 2.0 Jacket ‐ 100% polyester tech
fleece, anti‐pilling, upper body 100% water resistant
nylon overlays, front zipper with chin guard,
left/right chest document pockets, side seam
zippers, badge tab kit, mic loops, hand pockets with
zipper closure, adjustable front hem, elastic binding
cuffs
Aggressor Parka Jacket ‐ all‐weather protection,
waterproof and breathable parka shell, waterproof
roll‐up hood, removable color‐matched fleece liner,
chest pocket for storing documents or a phone, side
zippers for accessibility and ventilation, hook and
loop storm cuffs
Duty Rain Shell Jacket ‐ 100% polyester, fully seam
sealed, waterproof and breathable, stationary hood
with shock cord adjustment system/back
adjustment tab/laminated brim, two‐way center
front zipper with external storm flap, hand zipper
pockets, adjustable hem with shock cord system,
elastic sleeve cuffs
Duty Rain Pant ‐ 100% polyester, fully seam sealed,
waterproof and breathable, pass through zips for
internal access, large volume cargo pockets, back
body zipper pocket, zipper opening at side seams,
tab adjustments at leg openings
3‐In‐1 2.0 Parka Jacket ‐ outer jacket: 100%
polyester hard‐shell, inner jacket: 100% polyester
tech anti‐pilling fleece, inner jacket overlays: 100%
nylon water resistant, fully seam sealed, blood
borne pathogen resistance, two‐way center front
zipper with storm flaps and chin guard, hood
rolls/stores into collar and is detachable with stash
pocket, mic loops, camera loop kit, left/right chest
pockets, adjustable cuffs, hand zipper pockets,
removable inner fleece jacket, adjustable hem with
internal shock cord system, 6 pockets outer jacket, 5

74482

41%

$90.00

$53.10

43%

$130.00

$74.10

43%

$130.00

$74.10

40%

$140.00

$84.00

42%

$115.00

$66.70

42%

$275.00

$159.50

42%

$115.00

$66.70

41%

$115.00

$67.85

40%

$275.00

$165.00

38068

78005

48099

78026

48032

48353

48350

48358

5.11 Uniforms ‐ Percentage Discount off of List Price
for Uniform catalog:
Nameplate Tab
Emblem Embroidery ‐ base amount 10,000 stitches
Emblem Embroidery ‐ additional 1,000 stitches
Single Color Silk Screen
Two Color Silk Screen
Three Color Silk Screen
Measurement Session/Hr
Pant Hems per garment
Sewing on Patch ‐ Shirts ‐ per patch
Sewing on Patch ‐ Jackets/Coats ‐ per patch

30.00%
$4.00
$8.95
$9.95
$4.50
$5.75
$6.85
$0.00
$11.00
$4.00
$4.95

